Self-assembled simple hexagonal AB(2) binary nanocrystal superlattices: SEM, GISAXS, and defects.
Binary superlattices (BSLs) of sterically stabilized, hydrophobic, large (A; 11.5 nm diameter) Fe(2)O(3) and small (B; 6.1 nm diameter) Au nanocrystals were assembled by slow evaporation of colloidal dispersions on tilted substrates. A detailed analysis of the BSL structure was carried out using transmission and scanning electron microscopy (TEM and SEM) and grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS). The BSLs were simple hexagonal (sh) AB(2) superlattices (isostructural with the compound AlB(2); space group 191, P6/mmm) of large nanocrystals occupying a simple hexagonal lattice with small nanocrystals in the interstitial spaces. SEM and GISAXS confirmed long-range order of the BSLs and GISAXS revealed that the superlattice is slightly contracted (8-12%) perpendicular to the substrate as a result of solvent drying in the deposition process. When the sh-AB(2) superlattice deposits on a (100) plane, this shrinkage occurs in the [210] direction and changes the lattice symmetry to centered orthorhombic. Additionally, nearly periodic superlattice dislocations consisting of inserted half-planes of gold nanocrystals were observed by SEM in some BSLs.